
Rotary and Social Media 
What’s it all about? 



Social media includes web and mobile-based 
technologies which are used to turn 
communication into interactive dialogue 
among organizations, communities, and 
individuals.  

Social Media Defined 



Lots to choose from: 

 Facebook 

 Twitter 

 Google+ 

 Blogs 

 LinkedIn 

 Flickr 

 YouTube 

 RSS 

 

 

Rotary and Social Media 



 Started in 2004 for University Students – 2006 for 
everyone else.  

 Facebook has an estimated billion users!  1 in 7 on the 
planet. 

 750,000 Facebook users in District 7820 over the age 
of 25.  Almost 50% of our total population! 

 While it started with young people it has a growing 
segment of “mature” types. 

 14 clubs in District 7820 have Facebook Sites 

 District site. Rotary International - District 7820  

Facebook 





Facebook “Like” Stats 



Facebook “Reach” 



Twitter 

 Started 2006 

 500 million users and growing fast 

 Micro blogging tool.  Tweets limited to 140 characters. 

 Immediate response. Like people talking. 

 Most effective for handheld Smartphone users.   

 Only 3 club in the District using twitter (that I know of).  

 Connected District Facebook to District Twitter 
account. RotaryDist7820 

 







 Social Media is too big to ignore as a means of contacting 
community directly and for “engagement” of members.  -
- More than attendance.  

 How does Rotary use it?  How do you? 

 Stories 

 Pictures 

 Questions 

 All about sharing. 

 Rotary clubs can do the same. 

 

Social Media Engagement 



 Does it replace your website? 

 No.  Complements and adds to it.  Extends the features. 

 Drives traffic to the website 

 Great place to announce longer, more detailed info on 
website. 

 Each tool has it strengths.  

 In my experience, Facebook is a better place for photos for 
example. 

 Easier to reach with handheld devices.   

 Can have many contributors more easily than websites. 

Social Media and Website 



 Other opportunities 

 Facebook Ads 

 Reach a much wider audience a very low cost. 

 Used for Truro Rotary Auction for last two years. 

 Can be very specifically targeted.  

 Great stats and immediate feedback. 

Social Media Opportunities 







 There were over 57,000 accesses on the Auction website over the 
two week period.  

 The Facebook campaign gave over 2.7 Million impressions of our 
ads over the two week period.   

 The club reached 100% of the 20,000 Facebook users over the age 
of 18 within 40k of Truro. 

 There were over 1000 click throughs to our auction website as a 
result of the ads.  This is almost twice the 2011 figure. 

 The activity on the general club Facebook page was dramatically 
increased during the auction and we had at least a dozen new 
“Likes” from people who now follow our activities. 

 Replaced TV AND Newspaper listings with Internet 
 Cut costs, made more money AND increased profile for the 

Rotary Club of Truro. 
 

Truro Rotary Auction 



Facebook Ad Stats 



 Like the District Facebook Page  

 Rotary International – District 7820 

 Follow District Twitter feed  

 RotaryDist7820 

 Contribute to your own Facebook page and SHARE 
with District 

 Engage your members and public with Social Media 

Social Media and Rotary 


